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Editorial Board Note: The impact factor shown here is the equivalent of a citescore and is therefore used as a replacement for the same. Citescore produces Scopus and may be slightly higher or different compared to the effect factor produced by the Journal Citation Report. To check the exact impact factor of the ™ (Thomson Reuters). Title Cytotherapy Publication Type magazine Subject area,
Categories, Size transplant (Q1); cancer research (Q2); Cell biology (Q2); Genetics (clinical) (Q2); Immunology (Q2); immunology and allergy (Q2); Oncology (Q2) h-index 76 Overall ranking/ranking 2946 SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) 1,287 Impact Factor 3.97 Publisher Elsevier Inc. United States State ISSN 14772566, 14653249 On Cytotherapy Cytotherapy is a newspaper for
technologies/fields/categories related to Transplantation (Q1); cancer research (Q2); Cell biology (Q2); Genetics (clinical) (Q2); Immunology (Q2); immunology and allergy (Q2); Oncology (Q2). Published by Elsevier Inc.. The total rank of cytotherapy is 2946. According to scImago Journal Rank (SJR) this journal is ranked 1,287. SCImago Journal Rank is an indicator that measures the scientific influence of
journals. It addresses the number of quotes received by the magazine and the importance of magazines, where these quotes come from. SJR acts as an alternative to the effect factor of the magazine (or the average received in the last two years). This log has an H-index of 76. The best quartile for this diary is Q1. ISSN magazine cytotherapy is 14772566, 14653249. The International Standard Serial
Number (ISSN) is a unique 8-digit code. It applies to the recognition of magazines, newspapers, periodicals and magazines in all forms, be it printed-media or electronic. Cytotherapy is listed with a total of 1,678 articles in the last 3 years (before 2018). The cytotherapy effect factor 2018-2019 Effect Factor (IF) 2018 cytotherapy is 3.97, calculated in 2019 as by definition. If cytotherapy increases by a factor
of 0.04 and the approximate percentage change is 1.02% compared to the previous year 2017, indicating an upward trend. The Effect Factor (IF), which is also known as the Effect Factor of journal Journal (JIF), of the academic journal is a measure of the annual average number of quotes of recent articles published in this journal. Cytotherapy effect factor 2019 The if 2018 cytotherapy forecast is 3.97.
Cytotherapy h-index Cytotherapy has an h-index 76. It means that 76 articles in this journal have more than 76 citations. Index h is a way to assess the productivity and impact of citation publications. The h index is defined as the maximum value h, so the given magazine/author published articles that have been listed at least h times. Cytotherapy ISSN ISSN cytotherapy is 14772566, 14653249. ISSN
means international standard serial number. ISSN is a unique 8-digit code. It applies to the recognition of magazines, newspapers, periodicals and magazines in all forms, be it printed-media or electronic. Cytotherapy Rank and SCImago Journal Rank (SJR) The general rank of cytotherapy is 2946. According to scImago Journal Rank (SJR) this journal is ranked 1,287. SCImago Journal Rank is an indicator
that measures the scientific influence of journals. It addresses the number of quotes received by the magazine and the importance of magazines, where these quotes come from. Cytotherapy Publisher Cytotherapy is published by Elsevier Inc.. The label is located in the United States. The history of this magazine's coverage is as follows: 1999-running. An organization or individual handling the printing and
distribution of printed or digital publications is known as Publisher. How to publish in cytotherapy If your research area is related to transplantation (Q1); cancer research (Q2); Cell biology (Q2); Genetics (clinical) (Q2); Immunology (Q2); immunology and allergy (Q2); Oncology (Q2), then you can visit the official magazine website. To check the acceptance rate of this journal, please visit here. Visit the official
website of the magazine/conference for the call for submission of the paper, the submission guidelines, the date of notification and the deadlines for submission. Source: Download Guide for Authors in PDF Cytotherapy, official journal of the International Society for Cell &amp; Gene Therapy (ISCT®), publishes novels and innovative results from high-quality basic, translation and clinical studies in the fields
of cell and gene therapy. Studies assessing the potency of experimental cell and gene therapies in clinically relevant animal disease models are welcomed and describe significant progress in the production and validation of cell/gene-based products. The results of clinical studies assessing the safety and efficacy of cell and gene therapies in the early and late stages are also interesting. In addition to short
reports and feature articles, the magazine also adopts editorials addressing emerging trends and potential controversies in this area, as well as a review of articles summarising the working bodies that have had long-lasting influences in this area. Your paper Your way We now distinguish between requirements for new and revised shows. You can choose to send your handwriting as a single Word or PDF
file used in the litigation process. Only when your paper is in the revision phase will you need to insute your paper in the correct form to accept and specify the items needed to publish your article. To learn more, go to Setup below. Cytotherapy®, official journal of the International Society for the Treatment of Cells and Genes (ISCT®), publishes novels and innovative results of high-quality basic, translational
and clinical studies in the fields of cell and gene therapy. Studies assessing the potency of experimental cell and gene therapies in clinically relevant animal disease models are welcomed and describe significant progress in the production and validation of cell/gene-based products. The results of clinical studies assessing the safety and efficacy of cell and gene therapies in the early and late stages are
also interesting. In addition to short reports and feature articles, the magazine also adopts editorials addressing emerging trends and potential controversies in this area, as well as a review of articles summarising the working bodies that have had long-lasting influences in this area. Article types Short reports: Must not exceed 3000 words without reference; may contain up to 3 numbers or tables. Even the
length of articles: must not exceed 6000 words without reference (usually less than 50). We usually allow up to 8 numbers and 6 tables. Consider including more data than supplementary numbers. Editorial: Are formatted in a set of paragraphs with up to 10 references. The typical length is 300-1000 words. There's no need for an abstract. Overview Articles: Article overview is usually addressed. However,
cytotherapy occasionally publishes adverse reviews. Checks must not exceed 12,000 words without reference (usually less than 150). They can include up to 6 numbers and tables. Mini-reviews (less than 5000 words) are accepted. The checklist for submission can this list to perform a final review of your submission before sending it to the journal for review. For more details, see the relevant section of this
guide for authors. Ensure that the following elements are present:One author has been designated as the appropriate author with contact details:• E-mail address• Full mail address All necessary files have been loaded:Manuscript:• Include keywords• All numbers (includes corresponding captions)• All tables (including titles, description, Notes)• Ensure that we are picture and quotes table u text flaps with
the specified files• Clearly specify that for e figure u printu The color Should be used for data u printuGraphical Abstracts / files (where appropriate)Additional files (where appropriate) Additional considerations• Manuscript is reviewed spel i gramatik checked• U text is cited u Referenceenci, i vice versa• For the use of copyrighted material from other origins (including the Internet)• a statement of qualified
interest is attached. , even if the authors had no other interest in signing in• The log policies detailed in this guide have been reviewed• Barrel suggestions and contact details based on log requests For additional information, please visit our Support Center. Publishing Ethics See our information pages on ethics in the publishing and ethical guidelines for publishing journals. Studies in humans and animals If
the work involves the use of human objects, the author must ensure that the work described has been carried out in accordance with the Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Helsinki Declaration) for experiments involving humans. The manuscript should be in line with the recommendations for the conduct, reporting, editing and publication of scholars in medical journals and should aim to
include representative human populations (gender, age and ethnicity) in accordance with these recommendations. Gender and gender terms should be used correctly. The authors must include in the manuscript a statement that consent has been obtained for experiments with human subjects. The rights of human rights to privacy must always be respected. All animal experiments must comply with THE
ARRIVE guidelines and should be carried out in accordance with the VK. The Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act, 1986 and associated guidelines, EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments, or the National Institutes of Health guide for the care and use of laboratory animals (NIH Publications No. 8023, revised 1978) and the authors should clearly indicate in the manuscript that guidelines have been
followed. The sex of the animal and, where appropriate, the impact (or grouping) of the sex on the results of the study should be reported. Statement of interest All authors must disclose any financial and personal relationships with other people or organisations that might have an undue influence on their work (disadvantages). potential conflicts of interest include recruitment, advice, share ownership, fees,
professional testimony paid, patent applications/registrations and grants or other means. Authors must disclose all interests in two places: 1. Summary of the declaration of interests in the cover page file (if double-blind) or handwriting file (if one-blind). If there are no interests in applying, please specify the following: Declarations of Interests: None. This summary statement will be published at the end if the
article is accepted. 2. Detailed disclosures as part of a specific form of the Declaration of Interest form which is part of the official records of the magazine. It is important that potential interests are declared in both places and that the information is consistent. More information. Submission and verification Statement The submission of the article means that the work described has not been published in
advance (except in summary form, published lecture or academic thesis, see More, Redundant or simultaneous publication for additional information) not to consider publication on another site, that its publication is approved by all authors, but too sensitively or explicitly responsible, by the authorities where the work is carried out, that, if accepted, they will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in
English or in any other language, including electronically without the written consent of the copyright holder. To check originality, your article can be verified by the Crossref Similarity Verification Service. Contributions Each author must declare his or her individual contribution to the article: all authors must be materially involved in the research and/or preparation of the article, so applications for all authors
should be described. The statement that all authors approved the final article should be true and included in the disclosure. Authorship All authors should make a significant contribution to all of the following: (1) the design and design of the study or the acquisition of data or the analysis and interpretation of data(2) on the preparation of the article or the critical change in significant intellectual content, (3) the
final approval of the version to be submitted. Changes in authorship The authors should carefully examine the list and order of the authors before submitting the manuscript and submit a definitive list of authors upon initial submission. Any addition, deletion, or rearrangement of authors' names in the authorship list must be posted only before the manuscript is adopted and only if approved by the Editor
magazine. In order to request such a change, the editor must receive the following from the corresponding author: (a) the reason for changing the list of authors and (b) written confirmation (e-mail, letter) of all authors to agree to the addition, removal or remodation. In the case of addition or removal of authors, this includes confirmation from author who is added or removed. Only in exceptional
circumstances will the Editor consider adding, deleting or rearranging authors after handwriting has been accepted. While the editor believes that the request is required, the publication of the manuscript will be interrupted. If the manuscript has already been published in an online subject, any request approved by the Editor will result in a correction. Clinical trial results According to the position of the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors, the journal will not take into account the results published in the same clinical trial register in which primary registration resides as a previous publication, if the published results are presented in the form of a short structured (less than 500 words) abstract or table. The breakdown of results in other circumstances (e.g. investor meetings) is dissuasive and
may jeopardise the consideration of handwriting. Authors should fully disclose all publications in the results registers of the same or closely related work. Reporting on clinical trials Randomised controlled trials should be presented in accordance with consort guidelines. When submitting the manuscript, the authors must submit a CONSORT checklist accompanied by a flow chart showing patients' progress
through the trial, including recruitment, enrolment, randomization, withdrawal and completion, and a detailed description of the randomization process. The CONSORT checklist and template flow chart are available online. Registration of clinical trials Registration in the register of public trials is a condition for the publication of clinical trials in this journal in accordance with the recommendations of the
International Committee of Medical Journal Editors. Trials must be registered at or before the patient enrolment. The registration number of the clinical trial should be included at the end of the article. A clinical trial is defined as any research study that potentially assigns participants of humans or groups of people to one or more health-related interventions to assess the effects of health outcomes. Health-
related interventions include all interventions used to alter the biomedical or health outcome (e.g. medicines, surgical procedures, devices, behavioural treatments, dietary interventions and changes in the care process). Health outcomes shall include all biomedical or medical measures obtained in patients or participants, including pharmacokinetic measures and adverse events. Purely observational
studies (those where the award of medical intervention is not at the discretion of the investigator) will not require registration. Article Transfer Service This journal is part of our article transfer service. This means that if the editor believes that your article is more appropriate in one of our other participating journals, then you may need to consider transferring the article to one of these. If you agree, your article
will be automatically downloaded on your behalf without the need for Note that the new journal will review your article. More information. Copyright When the article is accepted, authors will have to comply with the Journal Publishing Treaty (see more information). An e-mail will be sent to the appropriate author confirming receipt of the manuscript, together with the Log Publishing Contract form or a link to
the online version of this Agreement. Contracting entities may reproduce the content or draw up lists of articles, including abstracts for internal circulation within their institutions. The publisher's permission is required for sale or distribution outside the institution and for all other works carried out, including compilations and translations. If excerpts from other copyright works are included, the authors must
obtain written permission from the copyright owners and credit the article. In these cases, Elsevier has pre-printed forms for use by the authors. Copyright To the author you (or your employer or institution) you have certain rights to reuse your work. More information. Elsevier supports responsible sharing Find out how you can share your research published in Elsevier magazines. The role of the funding
source Requires you to specify who has provided financial support for the conduct of research and/or the preparation of the article and to describe briefly the role of the sponsor(s), if any, in the design of the study; in the collection, analysis and interpretation of data; in writing of the report; and in the decision to submit the article for publication. If the sources of funding have not been included in this, this
should be stated. Open Access For more information, please visit our open access page. Elsevier Research Academy Research Academy is a free e-learning platform designed to support early and middle career researchers throughout the research path. The Learn environment at the Research Academy offers several interactive modules, webinars, guides and resources that can be downloaded to guide
you through the writing process for research and peer reviews. Feel free to use these free resources to improve your submission and easily navigate the publishing process. Language (usage and editing services) Manuscripts must be written using correct English grammar (American or British use is accepted, but not mixed). Authors who feel their English language manuscript may require editing to correct
any grammatical or spelling errors and to comply with the rules of scientific English may want to use the English language editing service available in Othervier's copyright services. Informed consent and details of patients Studies on patients or volunteers require the approval of the ethics commission and consent to the information to be documented in the document. Appropriate consents, permissions and
issues must be obtained where the author wishes to include details of the case or other personal data or pictures of patients and any other individuals elsevier publication. The author must have written consents and copies must not be made available to the magazine. Only if the magazine has expressly requested in exceptional circumstances (for example, if a legal problem arises), the author must provide
copies of consent or evidence that such consents have been obtained. For more information, see elsevier's policy on using images or personal information of patients or other individuals. Unless you have written permission from the patient (or, where applicable, the next co-defendant), the personal data of any patient included in any part of the article and any additional materials (including all illustrations
and videos) must be removed before submitting. Submit Our online system of sending guides you step through the process of entering details about your article and uploading files. The system converts article files to a single PDF file used in the peer review process. Editable files (e.g. Word, LaTeX) to set an article for final publication. All correspondence, including the notice of the editor's decision and the
requests for audit, shall be sent by e-mail. Submit your article Please submit your article via . Judges Please submit the names and institutional email addresses of several potential judges. For more details, please visit our support page. Note that the Communication Editor only has the right to decide whether or not the suggested reviewers are being used. NEW SUBMISSION SUBMISSION TO THIS
MAGAZINE CONTINUES COMPLETELY ONLINE AND YOU WILL BE MARCHED THROUGH THE CREATION AND UPLOADING OF FILES. The system automatically converts files into a single PDF file used in the peer scanning process. As part of your Paper Your Way service, you can choose to submit the manuscript as a single file to be used in the legal process. This can be a PDF file or a Word
document, in any form or layout that judges can use to evaluate handwriting. It must contain sufficiently high quality numbers for soy bees. To do this, you can still provide all source files or some source files when you originally submit. Note that individual picture files larger than 10 MB must be loaded separately. References There are no strict requirements for reference formatting when submitting.
References can be in any style or format as long as the style is consistent. Regardless, the references must include the authors' names, title/title of the book, chapter title/article title, year of publication, number/book chapter and article number or pagination. The use of DOI is very encouraging. The reference style used by the journal will be used at the evidence stage for the accepted article to be used by
Elsevier. Please note that the missing data will be marked at the stage of evidence that the author needs to correct. Requirements for design There are no strict design requirements, but all must contain the essential elements that are necessary for the transmission of your handwriting, such as Summary, Keywords, Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Conclusions, Artwork and tables with
captions.If your article includes any Videos and/or other complementary material, this should be included in your initial submission for peer review purposes. Split the article into clearly defined sections. Numbers and tables embedded in text Please ensure that the numbers and tables included in one file are in addition to the corresponding handwriting text instead of the bottom or top of the file. The
corresponding caption must be inaded directly below the image or table. Peer overview This journal is running an anonymized scan process. All contributions will initially be evaluated by the magazine's suitability editor. Documents they consider appropriate are then normally sent to at least two independent peer reviewers to assess the scientific quality of this work. The editor is responsible for the final
decision regarding the accepting or rejection of articles. The editor's decision is final. Editors are not involved in decisions about newspapers written by themselves or written by family members or associates or relating to products or services in which the editor has an interest. Any such submission shall be subject to all the usual procedures of the magazine, subject to peer review independently of the
relevant editor and their research teams. Learn more about types of type of scan. AUDITED SUBMISSIONS Use text processing software Regardless of the format of the original submission file, you must provide us with a file that can be edited throughout the article at the time of revision. Make text layout as simple as possible. Most formatting codes will be removed and replaced when processing the
article. Electronic text should be prepared in a way that is very similar to the text of ordinary manuscripts (see also the Handbook with elsevier). See also the section on electronic artworks. To avoid unnecessary errors, we recommend that you use the spell checking and grammar checking features in the word processor. Article Structure Subsection - Nonnumber sections Split your article into clearly defined
sections. Each subsection has a short address. Each address must be displayed in its separate row. Subsections should be used as much as possible to cross-reference text: reference to a subsection with a title as opposed to simple text. Introduction Indicate the objectives of the work and provide an appropriate background, avoiding a detailed study of the literature or a summary of the results. Material
and methods Provide sufficient detail to be able to reproduce the work of an independent researcher. Methods already published should be summarised and indicated by reference. If you quote directly from a previously published method, use quotation marks and also specify a source. Any changes to the existing should also be described. The results must be clear and concise. The debate This should
explore the importance of the results of the work, not repeat them. The Total results and discussion section is often appropriate. Avoid extensive quotes and discussion of published literature. Glossary Please specify as a separate list of definitions of field-specific terms used in your article. Essential cover information • Address. Concise and informative. Addresses are often used in information retrieval
systems. Avoid abbreviations and formulas where possible.• Names and belongings of the author. Please clearly indicate the names and family names of each author and check that all names are written accurately. You can add your name between the brackets in your script, which is behind the English translation. Under the names, present the titles of the affiliation of the authors (where the actual work
was done). Indicate all affiliations by letter with a minor superscript immediately after the author's name and before the corresponding title. Please provide the full postal address of each branch, including the country name and, if available, the e-mail address of each author.• The corresponding author. Please indicate clearly who will handle correspondence at all stages of the judicial proceedings and
publication, including after publication. This responsibility shall include an answer to any future questions about methodology and materials. Ensure that the e-mail address is provided and that the relevant author contains contact details.• Present/permanent address. If the author has moved or been visiting since the work described in the article has been completed, the current address (or Permanent
Address) may be listed as a footnote of the author's name. The address at which the author actually carried out the work must be communed as the principal, the title of affiliation. For such notes, superscript Arabic numerals shall be used. Accents Are optional, but very encouraging for this magazine as they increase the honesty of your article through search engines. They consist of a short collection of
ball points that capture the new results of your research, as well as new methods that were used during the study (if any). See examples here: Highlights.Highlights must be submitted in a separate file that can be edited on the Web shipping system. Please use Highlights in the file name and include 3 to 5 points with bullets (maximum 85 characters, including spaces, per point with bullet marks). Abstract
Required is a concise and actual abstract. The drag should briefly state the purpose of the survey, the main results and the main conclusions. The abstract is often presented separately from the article, so it must be able to stand alone. Therefore, references should be avoided and, if they are essential, indicate the authors and the years. Neither standard or occasional abbreviations should be avoided and,
if they are essential, they should be I mention in the pull itself. Keywords Specify a maximum of 6 keywords immediately after average, using American spelling and avoiding general and plural expressions and multiple terms (for example, avoid and from). Be lenient with abbreviations: only an abbreviation that is firmly established on the ground can be justified. These keywords will be used for indexing.
Abbreviations Specify the abbreviations that are not standard in this field in the note that you want to enter on the first page of the article. Such abbreviations, which are, on average, unavoidable, should be defined at the time of their first mention, as well as in the footnote. Ensure consistency of abbreviations throughout the article. Certificates are in a separate section at the end of the article before
references and therefore do not include them on the cover page, as a note to the title or otherwise. List here those individuals who provided assistance during the research (e.g. providing language assistance, writing help or proof of reading an article, etc.). Creation of funding Sources List of sources of funding in this standard way to facilitate compliance with funding requirements:Funding: This work has
been supported by the National Institutes of Health [grant numbers xxxx, y]; Bill &amp; Melinda Gates Foundation, Seattle, WA [Zzzz Grant Number]; and the United American Peace Institutes [assign the number aaaa]. It is not necessary to include detailed descriptions of the programme or type of grants and prizes. If the funding from a group grant or other resources available to a university, faculty or other
research institution is the name of the institute or organisation that provided the funding. If no funding has been provided for research, include the following sentence:This survey has not received any specific grants from funding agencies in the public, commercial or non-profit sector. Units Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions: use the International Unit System (SI). If other units are listed,
please place your equivalent in SI. Footnote notes should be used rarely. Number them sequentially throughout the article. Many word processors build footnotes to text, and this feature can be used. If that were not the case, please provide a position on the notes in the text and present the notes yourself at the end of the article. Image manipulation While it is accepted that authors sometimes have to
manipulate images for the sake of clarity, manipulation for the purposes of deception or fraud will be treated as scientific ethical abuse and will be treated accordingly. For graphic images, this log applies to the following policy: No special feature within a picture can be improved, obscured, moved, removed, or deployed. Adjustments to brightness, contrast or colour balance shall be acceptable if and until
any information present in the original is obscured or eliminated. Non-linear adaptations (e.g. gamma settings) should be disclosed in the picture legend. Electronic work of art General points• Make sure you use the uniform letter and size of the original work of art. • Desired fonts: Arial (or Helvetica), Times New Roman (or Times), Symbol, Courier. • Number illustrations according to their sequence in the
text. • Use the logical naming convention for your art work files. • Specify the image if it is a single image of the 1.5 or 2 columns. • For Word submissions only, you can still specify numbers and their captions and tables within a single file at the revision stage. • Note that individual file with images larger than 10 MB must be listed in separate source files. A detailed guide on electronic artwork is available.
Visit this website; some excerpts from the detailed information are given here. Formats Regardless of the application used, when your electronic artwork is completed, please save as or convert images to one of the following formats (observe the requirements for the resolution of line drawings, halftones and line/half combinations given below): EPS (or PDF): Vector drawings. Embed font or save text as a
graphic. TIFF (or JPG): Color or gray photos (halftones): Always use at least 300 dpi. TIFF (or JPG): Bitmapped line drawings: use at least 1000 dpi. TIFF (or JPG): Bitmapped line/halftone combinations (color or gray tons): at least 500 dpi is required. Please do not: • Supply files that are optimized for display use (e.GIF, BMP, PICT, WPG); resolution is too prey. • Supply files that are overhealed in
resolution. • Send graphics that are disproportionately large for content. Color Artwork All numbers (graphs, micrographs, FACS, etc.) will be printed in black and white, which may compromise the quality and integrity of the data presented in your paper. We encourage full color in printing for all fluorescent micrographs and FACS. Where possible, we also recommend using lines, lines, symbols, etc., instead
of color, to differentie between data points on graphs. Please provide all replacement numbers by returning your evidence and/or indicate which numbers should be printed in colour. If there are no changes, the numbers will only appear in full color online. For the color illustrations in the printed version of the log, authors must pay $650 for the first color image and $100 for each additional color image. The
illustrations, however, can be printed in black and white in a hard copy and published in a color in the online version of the log at no extra charge. Elsevier's Author Services provides authors preparing to submit handwriting to the quality of the images that accompany their article. Elsevier's professional illustrators can produce scientific, technical and medical images, as well as a complete set of charts,
tables and graphs. Picture polishing is also available, our illustrators take your image(s) and improve them to a professional standard. Visit the website to find out more. Image caption Make sure each illustration has a caption. The inscription must include a short title (not the picture itself) and a description of the illustration. The text in the illustrations should be minimal, but explain all symbols and
abbreviations used. Tables Please send tables as editable text and not as pictures. Tables can be placed next to the corresponding text in the article or on separate pages at the end. A numeric table sequences according to their appearance in text and places all table notes below the table body. Save by using tables and make sure that the data presented in them doesn't duplithe the results described
elsewhere in the article. Avoid using vertical rules and shadows in table cells. References Citation in text Please ensure that each reference specified in the text is also present in the reference list (and vice versa). All indications in the annex must be given in full. Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may be listed in the text. If these references are
included in the reference list, they must follow the standard reference style of the magazine and should include the replacement of the publication date with unpublished results or Personal Communication. The reference as in the press means that the item has been accepted for publication and that a copy of the cover page of the article in question must be submitted. Reference links Increased honesty of
research and high-quality peer transparency are ensured through online links to those sources. To create links to abstract and indexed services such as Scopus, CrossRef, and PubMed, make sure that the data given in the references are correct. Incorrect last names, journal/book titles, year of publication, and pagination can prevent links from being created. Be careful when copying references because
they may already contain errors. The use of DOI is very encouraging. The DOI ensures that it will never change, so you can use it as a permanent link to any electronic article. An example of a quote that uses DOI for an article that is not yet in the case is: VanDecar J.C., Russo R.M., James D.E., Ambeh W.B., Franke M. (2003). Aseizmic continuation of the Slab Of The Lesser Antilles beneath northeastern
Venezuela. Journal of Geophysical Research, . Please note that the format of such citations must be in the same style as all other references in the paper. Web references As a minimum, the full URL and date when the reference was last accessed should be given. Please also provide any additional information, if known (DOI, authors' names, dates, reference to source publication, etc.). You can make
online references separately (e.g. after the reference list) if you or may be included in the reference list. References in a specific case Please ensure that the words of this question are added to the references to the list (and all references in the text) to other articles in the same specific question. Referenc management software Most Elsevier magazines have their reference template available in many of the
most popular software products to manage reference management. These include all products that support citation Style Language styles, such as Mendeley. By using the citations from these products, authors must select only the appropriate journal template when preparing their article, after which citations and bibliographers will be automatically formatted in the journal style. If the template is not already
available for this journal, consider the format of sample references and citations as shown in this guide. If you are using reference management software, make sure to remove all field codes before submitting the electronic handwriting. Learn how to remove field codes from different reference management software. Reference design There are no strict requirements for reference design when submitting.
References can be in any style or format as long as the style is consistent. Where appropriate, the name(s) of the authors, the title/title of the book of the diary, the title of the chapter/article title, the year of publication, the number/chapter on the scope of the book and the article number or pagination must be present. The use of DOI is very encouraging. The reference style used by the journal will be used
at the evidence stage for the accepted article to be used by Elsevier. Please note that the missing data will be marked at the stage of evidence that the author needs to correct. To format references yourself, you must arrange them according to the following examples: Reference style Text: Mark the reference by numbers in square brackets according to the text. Actual authors can be referred, but reference
numbers should always be given. List: References numbers (numbers in square brackets) in the list in the order in which they appear in text. Examples: Reference to the publication of the magazine: [1] Van der Geer J, Hanraads JAJ, Lupton RA. The art of writing a scientific article. J Sci Commun 2010;163:51–9. . Reference to the publication of the magazine with the article number: [2] Van der Geer J,
Hanraads JAJ, Lupton RA. The art of writing a scientific article. Heliyon, i'm sorry. 2018;19:e00205. to the book: [3] Strunk Jr W, White EB. Style elements. 4. ed. New York: Longman; 2000. Reference to a chapter in an edited book: [4] Mettam GR, Adams LB. How to prepare an electronic version of your article. In: Jones BS, Smith RZ, editors. Introduction to the Electronic Age, New York: E-Publishing Inc.;
2009, p. 281–304.Reference to the website:[5] Cancer Research UK. Reports on cancer statistics for the UK, [available on 13 March 2003]. Reference to data set:[data set] [6] Oguro M, Imahiro S, Saito S, Nakashizuka T. Mortality data for Japanese oak disease and surrounding forest compositions, Mendeley Data, v1; 2015. a shortened form for the last page number. For example, 51-9 and that for more
than 6 authors the first 6 followed by et al should be listed. For further details, refer to the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts submitted to biomedical Journals (J Am Med Assoc 1997;277:927-34) (see also Models of formatted references). The origin of the log abbreviations Log names must be abbreviated according to the list of abbreviations of the address word. Complementary material
Complementary material, such as applications, images and audio recordings, can be published with your article to improve. The submitted additional items are published exactly as they are received (Excel or PowerPoint files will appear as such on the Web). Please submit your material together with the article and provide a concise, descriptive inscription for each supplementary file. If you want to modify
supplementary material at any stage of the process, make sure you provide an updated file. Do not apply any corrections to the previous version. Turn off Track Changes in Microsoft Office files because they will appear in the published version. Research data This journal encourages and enables data to be shared to support your research publication where appropriate, and allows data to be shared with
published articles. Research data refer to the results of observations or experiments confirming the findings of the surveys. To facilitate the reproduction and reuse of data, this log also encourages you to share software, code, models, algorithms, protocols, methods, and other useful materials associated with the project. Here are several ways you can link your data to an article or make a statement about
the availability of your handwriting information. If you share your data in one of the following ways, it encourages you to provide data in handwriting and a reference list. For more information about data citation, see the References section. For more information about deponony, exchange and use of research data and other relevant research materials, visit the research data page. Linking data If you made
research data available in a data repository, you can link your article directly to the data set. Elsevier works with a number of repositories to link sciencedirect articles with relevant repositoriums, giving readers access to data that gives them a better understanding of the research described. You can link your datassing to an article in different ways. If available, you can link your data set directly to the article
by providing relevant information on the submission system. For more information, visit the database link The supported data repositories will automatically appear next to ScienceDirect.In when you publish an article next to ScienceDirect.In, you can link to the relevant data or entities through identifiers within handwriting text, using the following format: Database: xxxx (e.g. TAIR: AT1G01020; CCDC:
734053; PDB: 1XFN). Data shortly you have the option of converting any or all of your additional or additional raw data into a data article published in The Data and Brief article. A data article is a new type of article that ensures that your data is actively reviewed, cured, formatted, indexed, and publicly accessible to everyone at the time of publication (watch this video, which describes the benefits of
publishing your data in Data in Brief). We encourage you to send your Data and Brief data article directly with the modified version of your handwriting as an additional item. If your research article is accepted, your data article will be automatically transferred to Data and Brief, where it will be editorially reviewed, published open access, and linked to your Research Article on ScienceDirect. The open access
fee shall be paid for publication in the Data and Brief database. You can find all the details on the Data and Brief website. Use this template to write down the data in a short data article. The deposit and linking of data by Elsevier encourages and supports authors to share raw data collections that support their research publication if necessary and allow the interconnection of articles and data. Learn more
about landfilling, sharing and using research data. CONTENT Antibody data Antibody data is a reference application that connects to the information on antibodies listed in the article based on the NIF antibody registry. Authors are encouraged to include appropriate antibody identifiers (e.g. antibody register: AB_878537 or RRID: AB_878537) as needed. More information. 3D neuroimaging Can enrich your
online articles by providing 3D neuroimaging data in NIfTI format. This will be visualized for readers using an interactive viewer embedded in your article and will allow them to: browse available neuroimaging data sets; increase, turn and pan 3D brain reconstruction; reduce volume; changing opacity and colour mapping; Switching between 3D and 2D predicted views; and download data. The viewer
supports both single (.nii) and dual (.hdr and .img) NIfTI file formats. The recommended size of one untied data set is no more than 150 MB. Multiple datass can be submitted. Each data set will have to be shinged and loaded into an online system for sending through the 3D neuroimaging data category. Provide a brief information description for each data set by filling in the Description field when loading the
data set. Note: All datasps will be available for download from the Online ScienceDirect article. If you have data transfer, specify a video video More information. 3D radiological data You can enrich the web article by providing 3D radiological data in DICOM format. Radiological data will be visualized for readers using the interactive viewer built into your article and will enable them to: browse available
radiological datasps; examine radiological data such as 2D series, 2D orthogonal MPR, 3D volume rendering and 3D MIP; magnification, rotation and pans of 3D reconstructions; reduce volume; changing opacity and threshold level; and download data. Multiple datass can be submitted. Each data set will have to be shinged and loaded into an online submission system via the 3D radiological data category.
The recommended size of one unstuized data set is 200 MB or less. Provide a brief information description for each data set by filling in the Description field when loading each ZIP file. Note: All datasps will be available for download from the Online ScienceDirect article. Therefore, make sure that all DICOM files are anonymized before submission. For more information, see: Virtual Microscope The journal
encourages authors to supplement microscopic images in an article with appropriate high-resolution versions for use with a virtual microscope viewer. Virtual Microscope is a web browser that allows users to view microscopic images at the highest level of detail and provides features such as zooming and pans. This feature gives authors the opportunity to share real high-resolution microscopic images with
readers. More information and examples. The authors of this journal will receive an invitation email to create images of the microscope for use with a virtual microscope when their manuscript is first examined. If you choose to use the feature, contact virtualmicroscope@elsevier.com for instructions on how to prepare and upload the required high-resolution images. Availability of the accepted article This
magazine allows articles to be available online as soon as possible after adoption. This concerns predizolate Journal (in HTML and PDF format) which have received improvements since adoption, such as adding cover pages and metadata and formatting for readability, but are not yet final versions of the record. A digital object identifier (DOI) is assigned, making it fully cied and searched for the title,
author name, and the entire text. The article's PDF also responsibilities, according to the unsolved article. Later, the production phases will simply replace this version. Online correction of evidence To ensure an quick process of publishing the article, we ask the authors to provide us with their evidential corrections within two days. The relevant authors will receive an email with a link to our online verification
system, which allows online annotation and correction of evidence. The environment is similar to MS Word: In addition to editing text, you can comment on numbers/tables and reply from the copy editor. Online-based verification allows for a faster and smaller process that allows you to make corrections directly, correct any error deployment. If you want, you can still transfer and upload edits in PDF. All
verification instructions will be given in the e-mail sent to authors, including alternative methods to the web version and PDF. We will do everything we can to get your article published quickly and accurately. Use this proof only to check settings, edit, complete, and correct text, tables, and numbers. Significant changes to the article, as adopted for publication, will only be considered at this stage with editor
permission. It is important to ensure that all corrections are sent back to us in one message. Check carefully before replying, as the inclusion of all subsequent corrections cannot be guaranteed. Lekating is your sole responsibility. Offprints The corresponding author will receive a customized Share Link at no cost, providing 50-days free access to the final published version of the article on ScienceDirect. A
sharing link can be used to share an article through any communication channel, including email and social networks. Paper prints can be ordered at an additional cost via an order footprint form sent when the article is accepted for publication. Relevant and co-authors can order prints at any time through Elsevier's Author Services. The relevant authors who published their article Gold Open Access do not
receive the Share Link, as their final published version of the article is available open access to ScienceDirect and can be shared via the doi link article. To find the answers you need, visit elsevier support center. Here you will find everything from FAQ to ways to get in touch. You can also find out when your accepted article will be published. Posted.
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